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ABSTRACT
Liliana, Agnes. Teaching Present pmgressive Using Humorous Cartoons for
the Fourth Gradc of Elementary Students. English Department of
Widya Mandala Catholic University. Surabaya. 2004. Advisors: Dr.
Wuri Soedjaftniko, and Drs. B. Himawan S.W,. M.Hum.
Key Words: Present Progressive, Humorous, Cartoons.
Granrmar is commonly a difficult and boring lesson for the students in
English learning as the foreign language. The researcher wanted to apply a
technique in order to make the learning process become more er{oyable,
rnteresting and to increase the students' understanding in grammar. Many
techniques have been invented. However, visual aids were prefened in this study
by using humorous cartoons in teaching present progressive tense for the fourth
grade of elemantary students.
This study was intended to answ€r this following r€squch question: "Does
teaching pres€nt progressive tense by using humorous cartoons cause better
achievement han the ordinary technique (explanation and written exercises) for
the fourth grade of elemutary students?"
There were two groups studied, which are experimental and conhol
$oups. The experimental group got humorous cartoons in the teaching of the
present progressive tsnse, while the control group got only explanation and
exercises without any humorous cartoons in the teaching of the present
progressive tense.
The data were taken from the pre and the post-tests which had been trid
out with other students in a different school of more or less the sarne qualiS, with
the students in the studied school. The pre- and the post-test were the same. And
both groups also got the same pre- and post-test.
A quasi-ocperimental method was used in this study. As a quantitative
study, the rater is the wdter herself because the pre. and the post-tests are
objective tests. The writsr analyzed and calculated the data by using some formula
such as KR-2 I forrnula and the t-test formula.
Based on the writer's analysis, it is found that the students' leaming
achievement taught using humorous cartoons had no significance different with
those taught only by using orplanation and e(ercises. The researcher found out
several reasons that become the flaws in this study. They are the msuitable
humorous cartoons for the fourth grade of elementary students, the lack of time,
the allocation time. and the uncolourfirl humorou$ cartoons.
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